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PURPOSE
To share data-driven, actionable insights to position our self storage partners for success,
through a comprehensive analysis of tenant behavior and automated self-service transactions
that occurred during the 2019 calendar year.
This white paper is updated with transaction data from an OpenTech portfolio that
encompassed over 8,278 self storage facilities in 2019. This 10th edition includes information
on all payments, rentals and key analytics on storage transactions processed between January
1, 2019 and December 31, 2019.
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Each day, OpenTech Alliance connects thousands of tenants
with storage companies across North America. This results
in countless data points that shine a light on how consumers
actually use self storage. We hope you find value in this
white paper, which seeks to offer unique insights into your
customers' behavior and preferences that will help you
increase revenue, drive operational enhancements, and
create a stable, scalable platform for future growth.
The portfolio of OpenTech clients completed over 750,000
transactions in 2019 utilizing the INSOMNIAC™ platform
of products, services and apps. For the year, facilities using
OpenTech products and services moved in over 132,000
tenants, with the potential to realize over $145 million in new
sales revenue alone.

POTENTIAL NEW SALES REVENUE
CAPTURED BY OPENTECH CLIENTS IN 2019
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THE FUTURE OF SELF
STORAGE OPERATIONS

A NEW WAY
OF BUSINESS
How the COVID-19 Pandemic Has Changed
the Self Storage Industry.
This white paper presents an analysis of data collected in
2019, which predominantly predates any impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic in North America. As this publication
is being released in 2020, however, it's impossible to ignore
the effects of our current reality on the self storage industry.
Phrases like "bracing for the new normal," "our new reality"
and "COVID-19 has changed everything" have flooded
industry publications, conference presentations and daily
conversations among operators, vendors and customers
alike. Though we're long past the idea that the U.S. and
Canada would remain insulated from this outbreak (or the
impact would at least be short-lived), we have only recently
begun to consider how this will change the self storage
industry — for good.
As people across the world settle in with the idea that the
threat of this virus, or the potential for future recurrence
or emergence of similar outbreaks, aren't going away
anytime soon, operators have been forced to rethink their
long-term strategies and plans for sustainability. Technology
— which was already becoming a core asset and business
differentiator for many operators — is rapidly shifting to an
essential element of any resilient storage operation.
Though the self storage industry has remained largely
insulated from financial impact of the pandemic-induced
recession and was allowed to continue operating as an
essential business in many states, operators did not escape
the need to adapt. Quite the opposite — as many states
saw an unprecedented rise in storage rentals due to school
closures and rising unemployment rates — one could argue
it's more important than ever that storage operators take a
hard look at their operations and ensure they're providing
a safe and sustainable environment for their customers and
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employees. One that can be sustained even in the face of a
long-term pandemic.
Tenants may never regain the comfort level they once
had with person-to-person interactions, and could very
likely continue to favor self-service and contactless
alternatives across the board. One of the primary ways to
build customer loyalty is to create a frictionless customer
experience. That means ensuring your customers have the
ability to rent, pay or access their unit when and how they
want, regardless of the challenges your operation may
experience (pandemic, weather, staffing issues, etc.).
While many operators implemented immediate low-tech
methods to mollify their tenants' concerns (office closures/
restrictions; physical distancing; increased sanitation
procedures; etc.), many have gone further to reduce
person-to-person contact and allow contactless use of
and rentals at their property. Many leaned on self-service
and other smart technology to not only reduce the need
for in-person interaction, but also to support and enhance
operational strategies — even when teams are required to
work remotely.

SELF-SERVICE
KIOSKS
Interactive self-service kiosks are an integral part of self storage marketing
and operational strategies, with features and functions to enhance your
customer experience and protect your operation from lost revenue.

As we look forward, it's important to not only consider
isolated technology improvements (online rentals, kiosks,
etc.), but to reevaluate your overall technology strategy.
When implemented correctly, the insights and capabilities
offered by smart, cloud-based solutions, such as an Internet
of Everything (IoE), have the potential to not only ensure
resiliency in the face of emergencies, but can increase
employee productivity, increase revenue, reduce costs,
reduce liability and enhance the customer experience longterm.
COVID-19 CALLOUTS
Keep an eye out for a sneak peak into data points
from 2020 that aim to provide insight into how the
COVID-19 pandemic impacted the storage industry.
*Highlights will be denoted by a white virus symbol on a blue
background.
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SELF-SERVICE
KIOSKS
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic and the advent of contactless service options in nearly every
industry, self-service alternatives were rapidly becoming no longer a "nice to have" for most businesses,
but a preferred option for engaging with companies. According to the 2020 SSA Demand Study, payment
via a facility kiosk "continues to emerge as a leading payment option." This study notes that 10 percent of
customers from all generations of self storage tenants prefer paying via a kiosk (up from 8 percent in 2017).
When broken out by generation, 12.8 percent of Gen-Xers and 9.8 percent of Millenials prefer to pay via
a kiosk. 31.6 percent of consumers across ALL generations of self storage tenants consider kiosks one of the
most important features a facility can offer, and 12.7 percent would pay extra for it. In 2019 (and perhaps
more so now than ever before), kiosks continued to play an invaluable role in optimizing storage business
operations. These onsite payment and rental stations give customers the freedom to conduct transactions on
their terms—even when facility staff are unavailable or the facility is closed.
While several strategies can and should play a role in providing easy, instant, accessible self-service —
online rental options, live chat, web-based applications — no self-service option offers a one-stop shop,
full-service alternative to person-to-person interactions for the self storage industry like a self-service kiosk.
Kiosks offer all the features and functionality of a person, and provide greater accessibility, easier customer
experience and a drastic reduction in risk (for you and your tenants). This is particularly true as video chat
functionality comes into wider use, allowing customers to speak face-to-face with a storage expert at
anytime. In 2019, a total of 29,622 kiosk customers utilized the Live Help feature on an INSOMNIAC Kiosk
to access real-time customer service.
It is essential to note that sales (new rental) numbers can vary widely, as monthly kiosk use is impacted by
property size and high occupancy rates. Every kiosk in service is generating incremental and recurring
revenue, and when key personnel support new business processes, the largest portion of properties find
the kiosk an essential tool to drive significant profit and customer convenience. As we all adjust to a new,
contactless way of life, operators predict they will prove essential to business operations long-term.

NEW SELF-SERVICE KIOSK
MODELS TO OFFER INSIGHTS
INTO USER BEHAVIOR
Today’s kiosks are streamlined, simple to use and modern — designed with a
transformed touchscreen and intuitive user interface, and the latest in hardware
and cloud-based software for enhanced data security and reliability. The new
20 Series line of INSOMNIACTM Kiosks, introduced to the market in Q2 2019,
were designed with integrated tools that analyze the user journey. These tools will
provide operators insights into consumer behavior, points of abandonment within the sale process, and more.
The first 20 Series model kiosk was successfully installed in August 2019. As adoption grows, additional insights will
be available in future data reports.

KIOSK SALES SUMMARY
• With 1,849 kiosks in service, a grand total 36,811 • The average facility had the potential1 to earn
new rentals were converted by OpenTech clients
over $36,300 in sales revenue through new kiosk
using kiosks in 2019
customers obtained in 2019
• For kiosks in the INSOMNIAC network that
recorded at least one rental,* the median number
of new self-service rentals per month (per facility)
ranged from a low of 3.26 in December to a high
of 5.39 in May
• An average of 33 kiosk rentals annually per
facility

KIOSK CASE STUDIES

• When looking at the top 100 performing kiosks
each month (a dynamic list), the average number
of self-service rentals rise substantially to 28.05
units (per facility) monthly. The average facility
in this subset had the potential1 to earn over
$370,260 in sales revenue through new kiosk
customers obtained in 2019.

It's useful to evaluate kiosk performance on the basis of average annual sales return
(ASSR1). AASR reflects the industry average unit rental of $100 per month, at a typical
tenant stay of 11 months (totaling $1,100 per rental).

1

$40 MILLION
KIOSK NEW RENTAL REVENUE
HEARTLAND STORAGE
GROUP
Heartland Storage Group, the self storage
division of HAN Capital, leverages kiosks to
reduce labor costs and streamline operational
activities. Kiosks are currently in place at four
facilities with plans for more in the future.

Read more
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CROWN POINT
SELF STORAGE
Elmdale Partners, owner of Crown Point
Self Storage, cut their payroll by 50% during
the COVID-19 pandemic without seeing a
reduction in rentals or payments due to their
INSOMNIAC kiosk.

Watch now

SELF STORAGE
SERVICES
Maryland-based Self Storage Services has
relied on kiosks for the past 10 years to ensure
they're always open for business. As the
demand for self-service technology grows,
they're doubling down on their investment.

Read more

AT AN INDUSTRY AVERAGE OF $1,100 PER RENTAL1, INSOMNIAC KIOSK
CLIENTS HAD THE POTENTIAL TO EARN OVER $40 MILLION IN NEW
RENTAL REVENUE AS A RESULT OF RENTALS OBTAINED IN 2019.
*It should be noted that some kiosks are utilized purely as payment stations, or at facilities with high occupancy, and therefore would not necessarily record
a move-in (see Kiosk Sales Summary above).
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*Photo courtesy
of Matt Clark and
Elmdale Partners, LLC.;
management company
for Crown Point
Self Storage. Photo
Credit: Matt Driscoll
Photography.

PAYMENT
CHOICES
In terms of payment choice, the majority of self storage
customers that chose to utilize a self-service kiosk to
complete their transaction chose to pay with a credit
card. As seen in the graphic below, 67 percent of
tenants used a credit card at the kiosk during 2019.
Cash was the second most popular currency utilized,
followed by checks, with 33% of kiosk customers
choosing a payment method that could not be
accomodated by an online rental solution alone.

67%
29%
4%
8

OF KIOSK CUSTOMERS
PAID WITH A CREDIT CARD

OF KIOSK CUSTOMERS
PAID WITH CASH

OF KIOSK CUSTOMERS
PAID WITH A CHECK

THE SELF-SERVICE RENTAL PROCESS
43.1% of business customers identified self-service kiosks as an important facility feature (2020 SSA Demand Study).

1

Extension of Your Office
Customers can rent a unit or make a payment 24/7 — when your
manager is busy or your facility is closed. Never miss another rental.

2

Property Management Software Integration

3

Intuitive User Experience

4

Payment & Move-In

5

Digital Record

Provides real-time updates on your pricing and inventory, and
automatically applies rental payments.

Kiosks offer customers a full rental experience: select a unit, sign
online lease, scan driver's license, purchase insurance and buy locks.
Plus access Live Help via video chat from Live! Storage Counselors.

A built-in credit card reader, bill acceptor and ACH capabilities
complete the purchase. Security and gate policies offer your tenant
immediate access to the unit.

The kiosk captures video of both the customer and all actions
taken, including a photo of the tenant, to give you a record of each
transaction from start to finish.

TIMING OF
TRANSACTIONS
Kiosks give owners and operators the ability to engage with
customers on their terms — both during and outside of normal
office hours that enhance the customer experience and
maximize income for self storage facilities. While office hours
vary between individual self storage stores, the definition to the
left provides parameters for the purpose of this analysis.

DURING
OFFICE HOURS
IS DEFINED AS
**FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYSIS**
SUNDAY TO SATURDAY - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CONSUMERS FAVOR
SELF-SERVICE
43.1% of business customers identified a facility kiosk for selfservice rental, payment, etc. as an important facility feature.
*2020 SSA Demand Study

FOR THE SUBSEQUENT ANALYSIS,
OUTSIDE OFFICE HOURS INCLUDES
ALL TIMES NOT LISTED ABOVE.

Monitoring move-ins and
transactions that occur during
office hours provides an
interesting look at tenant
preferences — and how kiosks
continue to supplement onsite
staff when the facility is open, or,
as in more recent circumstances,
required to be closed (see chart
below). In 2019, 71% of kiosk
customers chose to rent their unit
at a kiosk during normal office
hours — preferring to engage

26,163 KIOSK MOVE-INS
DURING OFFICE HOURS

10,599 KIOSK MOVE-INS
OUTSIDE OFFICE HOURS

self-service technology even
when a live manager is likely
available. Outside of office
hours, kiosks continue to capture
revenue that may have otherwise
been lost without the extended
business hours the technology
offers. Using the $1,100 average
lifetime customer value figure,
$11.7M in potential revenue is
tied to rentals that occurred while
the facilities were closed!

KIOSK MOVE-IN
SUMMARY 2019

71%
29%

26,163

Kiosk Move-Ins During Office Hours

10,599

Kiosk Move-Ins Outside Office Hours

Not unexpectedly, the COVID-19 pandemic brought
about an increase in self-service kiosk transactions.
When comparing YOY Jan 1 thru June 30 of 2019
and 2020, the number of kiosk move-ins per month
increased 5 out of 6 months.

SELF-SERVICE KIOSKS KEEP
FACILITIES OPEN FOR BUSINESS

237K

RENTAL
PAYMENTS
were made exclusively through the

INSOMNIAC Kiosk network in 2019.

In addition to enhancing the customer experience, kiosks can
also provide self storage operators with an additional layer
of operational efficiency during normal business hours, or in
circumstaces where staff is sick or your store must close. In 2019, a
notable ratio of kiosk users (37%) chose to make their monthly rent
payment outside of normal office hours — taking advantage of the
expanded business hours that the technology offers (as seen to the
right). Further, 63% of kiosk users made their monthly rent payments
during office hours — once again illustrating users preference for
self-service, and potential for payroll savings.

THE SELF-SERVICE
KIOSK EXPERIENCE
Kiosks offer the ability to cover
extensive rental processes
like unit selection, tenant
insurance, paperless lease
completion, ID checks, and
payment transactions if/when
the manager is occupied or
unable to be at the facility.
They can also enable the
manager to handle two
customers simultaneously
when only one staff member
is on duty. As the use of
technology becomes more
widespread, and expected in
our "new normal," customers
2020 SELF STORAGE WHITE PAPER

are becoming increasingly
comfortable using kiosks.
In fact, many tenants say
they prefer the experience,
convenience and comfort of
utilizing a self-service option
rather than dealing directly
with a facility staff member. For
this type of consumer, a kiosk
can improve the customer
experience and will likely be
the method of choice (even
during normal self storage
business operating hours)
for conducting ongoing self
storage business.

63%
37%
KIOSK PAYMENT
SUMMARY 2019

150,299

Kiosk Payments During Office Hours

86,607

Kiosk Payments Outside Office Hours
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SELF STORAGE
CALL CENTERS
In addition to self-service kiosks, operators leverage the industry’s leading call center, INSOMNIACTM Live!
call center solutions, to supplement their service and extend operating hours. Partnerships with third-party call
centers are designed to maximize profits for self storage owners by ensuring that every phone call coming into
the facility is answered quickly, consistently and professionally. Call centers are also essential when a potential
customer calls for information about renting a storage unit, or an existing customer calls to pay a bill, and no
one is available to take the call at the facility — due to both standard daily circumstances or the unanticipated
yet extended circumstances created by COVID-19.

UNDERSTANDING
THE VALUE OF CALL
CENTERS

THE SELF
STORAGE
CALL CENTER

Call centers can handle every
incoming phone call that is placed
to a facility. This practice reflects
the strategy of many public
owned storage companies, and
encourages the site manager
to focus on operational duties,
marketing, and face-to-face
customer service.
Alternatively, call centers can be
used to only accept phone calls
that would otherwise be missed
by managers and rolled over to
voicemail. Specialized routing
ensures that every phone call is
answered, whether it arrives when
the manager is engaged with

another customer, away from the
office, or if the call comes in after
hours when the office is closed.
In 2019, 1,211,683 calls were
answered by the INSOMNIAC
Live Call Center. 49% were
classified as sales calls, and 29%
were service calls. Only 22% of all
calls were classified as a payment.
(See Chart below) It's important to
note that OpenTech has a number
of customers who utilize call center
services for an exclusive category
of calls (i.e. sales only), so the
percentage breakdown below may
not reflect the call type breakdown
of a typical storage facility.

CALL CENTER SALES & SERVICE SUMMARY, 2019
SALES CALLS
SERVICE CALLS

Self storage call centers are an essential resource to ensure customer
satisfaction, drive rental revenue, support and build consumer trust.

PAYMENT CALLS

2020 SELF STORAGE WHITE PAPER

29%

49%

22%
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2019

249K

CALL CENTER SALES
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

CALL CENTER PAYMENTS
Improved Cash Flow = Reduced Collections
The number of customers who utilized the INSOMNIAC Live! call
center to make rental payments remained fairly consistent YOY.
Tenants continue to take advantage of the call center at times when
the office would otherwise be closed. Storage owners are seeing
improved cash flow and reduced collections due to the customer
conveniences the call center provides.

TOTAL PAYMENTS WERE TAKEN BY THE
CALL CENTER IN 2019

18,
39,537 227

QUALIFIED
LEADS

592,588

25000

20000

SCHEDULED
APPOINTMENTS

15000

10000

73,712

5000

Out of 592,588 sales inquiries received by the INSOMNIAC Live! call center in 2019,
78,594 were successfully converted into completed rentals.
In detail, we can see that the call center completed 73,712 reservations for store managers in their portfolio. In addition,
the call center agents also scheduled 18,227 appointments for store managers in 2019. Finally, the call center also
provided 39,537 qualified leads to their store managers for the year. This ultimately led storage managers in the call
center portfolio to convert a grand total of 78,594 unit rentals in 2019. Average industry conversion rates typically range
between 30 and 50 percent, with outliers as high as 80 percent, and as low as 20 percent. *See page 17 for additional
insight related to the unique role of a third-party call center in helping you convert leads to rentals.
At an industry average of $1,100 lifetime customer value per rental, OpenTech call center clients had the
potential to realize over $86 million in new rental revenue for the year.

Every missed call impacts your NOI,
cap rate and facility valuation.

MISSED CALLS = MISSED SALES
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CALL CENTER RESERVATIONS

INTEGRATED SERVICES IMPROVE CX

As seen in the Chart below, while the majority of the
reservations were taken by the call center during normal
business hours, a fair number of reservations were made
during non-office hours. A total of 9,279 reservations (13%)
were completed when the office was closed.

Third-party call centers offer a unique advantage to ensure
you can provide personal service to your customers
anytime. Sophisticated partners offer integrations with
your other technology - such as an access control or selfservice kiosk solution - to provide real-time support.

Of particular note are the 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. hour prior to the office opening and the hours immediately after
closing between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. Again, it is important to note that without the use of the call center,
those calls would have most likely resulted in lost reservations and lost revenue.

CALL CENTER SALES & SERVICE SUMMARY
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This data shows that additional customers—
and added profits—would have been
forgone without the availability of the call
center to handle these customer inquiries.
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Another interesting consideration is the day and
time when reservations are booked through
the call center. As seen in the chart to the left,
comparing reservations made during standard
office hours versus those made outside business
hours provides an interesting metric. It is possible
the facility would have lost these reservations had
storage counselors not been available to answer
after-hour calls.
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DRIVING CALLERS
TO THE FACILITY
Industry statistics report that prospective customers often shop 3-4
storage facility’s prior to renting a storage unit. While the goal of the call
center is to always make a reservation, many customers are initially noncommittal. In this case, the focus of the call center shifts from making a
reservation to setting an on-site appointment with a store manager.

CUSTOMER PATIENCE
To ensure your operation is competitive,
it's important to understand how much
time you have to capture each call that's
presented to your facility. The Live! call
center conducts an annual analysis of
all self storage voice contacts received
to evaluate customers' average level
of patience by queue. The data below
reveals the amount of time customers
wait before abandoning a contact
session, by call type. One thing is clear
— customers need service and fast in this
industry, or they will call the competition.

AVG CUSTOMER PATIENCE
Sales: 0:20 in 2018
Sales: 0:30 in 2019
Service: 0:31 in 2018
Service: 0:40 in 2019
Payments: 0:40 in 2018
Payments: 0:51 in 2019
All: 0:29 in 2018
All: 0:37 in 2019

There are many times when the call center will persuade a potential
customer to visit and tour the property with the manager before making
a decision. As seen in chart below , the call center converted many sales
inquiries in 2019 which resulted in an appointment being set to visit the
facility.

Sales: 0:26 in 2019
Sales: 0:45 in 2020
Service: 0:31 in 2019
Service: 0:47 in 2020
Payments: 0:43 in 2019
Payments: 1:05 in 2020
All: 0:36 in 2019
All: 0:48 in 2020
*Only includes data from 1/1 - 7/31 for each year.

The call center must have an integral working relationship with the facility managers
they represent. Due to the nature of this partnership, final rental conversion rates are
largely reliant on prompt follow-up by the facility. For this reason, when a customer
calls the facility and reaches the call center, the site manager is given details about
the call in real time. This way, even if a reservation or an appointment isn’t made by
the call center, the manager has complete information on the caller. A qualified lead
includes the customer’s name, phone number, email, and a recording of the call to
enable immediate follow-up.

CALL CENTER APPOINTMENTS BY MONTH
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
0

500

*As a frame of reference, 20 seconds
equates to approx. 3 rings, and 40 seconds
equates to approx. 7 rings.

A YOY comparison of
customer patience
from Jan 1 to Jul 31
revealed an interesting trend
towards increased patience
that could be attributed to the
challenges created by COVID-19.

CALL CENTER LEADS
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Call Center Reservations
Outside Office Hours
CALL CENTER RESERVATION
SUMMARY 2019

Call Center Payments
Outside Office Hours

30000
25000

15000

59%
41%

In total, over 544,048 rental payments were collected
thru the INSOMNIAC Live! call center for the year.

SALES LEAD COMPARISON
A comparison of sales leads that roll into the call center
during office hours versus those that arrive outside
office hours is highlighted in the chart to the right. The
call center also tracks this data as it helps to illustrate
the potential added profit that call centers can offer self
storage facilities.
As the use of call centers becomes more widespread,
storage customers are acclimating to third-party
specialists in lieu of talking to the site manager. In the
end, results show time and again that using a call center
service always outshines the no service option.

10000

38% of first contacts occur via a phone call, and 60%
of customers rent from the first facility they can reach.
40% of calls to storage facilities go unanswered.

5000
0

Source: 2020 SSA Demand Study

In a YOY analysis of support calls received between
Jan 1 and July 31 in 2019 and 2020, the Live! call
center saw a decrease in calls received despite
anticipated challenges related to COVID-19.

CALL CENTER CASE STUDIES

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

During Office Hours
Outside Office Hours

Saturday
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

Third-party call centers provide the added benefit
of seasoned sales and service experts. In addition
to extensive training, call center representatives take
thousands of storage calls each week. They are skilled at
determining your prospective tenants' needs and helping
you convert customers on the spot.
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When analyzing call center data, support calls are
categorized as any type of call or inquiry that falls outside
the realm of sales or payments. Often, these phone calls
include questions about vacating a unit, balance inquiries,
truck rental assistance, or a broad range of messages left
for the facility manager. Data shows the Live! call center
handles the most service calls from May to September,
which is reflective of the industry busy season of Memorial
Day thru Labor Day.

20000

As seen in the Call Center Payment Summary to the
right, the call center also provides self storage businesses
with an added layer of operational efficiencies during
normal business hours. In 2019, 59% of callers chose to
make their monthly rent payment during normal office
hours — all payments that might have been missed
without the services the call center provides.

CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALLS
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35000
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Call Center Reservations
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Call Center Payments
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CALL CENTER SUPPORT CALLS
BY MONTH

Jan

84%
16%

CALL CENTER PAYMENT
SUMMARY 2019

Monitoring phone reservations that occur during and
outside of office hours provides an interesting look at
new tenant trends — and added revenue that may have
been lost without the convenience offered by a call
center (see Call Center Reservation Summary). In 2019,
84% of callers chose to reserve their unit during normal
office hours — revealing the call center is constantly
assisting store managers with new tenant reservations.
16% of callers reserved their unit outside normal office
hours, taking advantage of the expanded business
hours that the call center technology offers. The call
center technology offers the capacity to cover the rental
process from beginning-to-end including assistance
with unit selection, tenant insurance, paperless lease
completion, payment transactions, and move-in policies
and procedures.

STORAGE KING USA

ATLANTIC SELF STORAGE

SIMPLY SELF STORAGE

Storage King USA has utilized Live! call
center solutions since 2012 believes it's
a necessity for their operation — as you
have a limited opportunity to capture
each sale. In 2019, the call center
captured over 20,000 calls for their
operation to support frontline staff.

Atlantic Self Storage supplements onsite
managers with Live! call center solutions.
In 2018, Live! Storage Counselors
answered 96% of calls received by the
call center, with an overall conversion
rate of 70% for reservation calls to new
rentals.

For Simply Self Storage, the first call is
the most important aspect of a successful
customer interaction — and you may not
get a second chance. From Jan 2018 to
May 2020, Live! Storage Counselors
answered 256,919 sales calls at an
89.5% service level in 9 seconds or less.

Read more
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CLOUD-BASED
ACCESS CONTROL
Cloud-based systems re-invented self storage access control in early 2018 with the introduction of
INSOMNIACTM CIA (Centralized Intelligent Access). CIA was the first component of the OpenTech IoE, an
intelligent platform of smart-connected self storage solutions built with an open API to support the integration
of any software or application. At the end of 2019, a cumulative total of 1,869 facilities had installed and
implemented INSOMNIAC CIA.
When considering the data presented below, it's important to note that INSOMNIAC CIA is a relatively new
system, and experienced significant growth in the second half of both 2018 and 2019. The data sets contain a
significant variance in sample size month-to-month, as adoption fluctuates throughout the year.

DATA-DRIVEN,
ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS

Data is an asset in any successful business. The
self storage industry is no exception. Operators
already utilize this type of behavioral data to
determine sites for new-builds, and more and
more facilities have begun to invest in revenue
management systems that rely on data to
optimize operations.
A critical link has long been missing from the
equation — data that identifies how tenants
actually utilize self storage. Cloud-based access
control builds operators’ capacity to collect and

SELF STORAGE
ACCESS
CONTROL
Access control is the front door to any self storage property - and
a key asset in customer acquisition, business operations and risk
management for your facility.

HANDS-FREE ACCESS
GRANTED
KEYPAD ACCESS

INSOMNIAC Self Storage
2501 W Dunlap Ave, #255
Phoenix, AZ 85021

CALL

HISTORY

EMAIL

EDIT FACILITY

PAYMENTS

FACILITY LIST

979,556

# of times the Storage Genie
mobile tenant app was used
to open a gate in 2019, to
provide hands-free facility
access at properties equipped
with CIA.

analyze tenant data. For the first time, facilities
can gain access to insights into their tenants’
behaviors and streamline business operations
with real-time data visualization and reporting.
Cloud-based access control systems integrate
with Property Management Systems, call centers
and data warehouses to provide historical and
real-time information. This data, when leveraged
correctly, offers insights into tenant behavior that
are essential to maximize revenue, reduce risk
and enhance the customer experience.

ACTIVE FACILITIES

1,869

Total CIA Systems
Implemented at the end of 2019

1,249

Total CIA Systems
Implemented in 2019

*As cloud-based access control grows in popularity, in
part due to remote access and touchless entry capabilities it
provides, CIA has been rapidly deployed at facilities across
the country each month to keep up with growing demand. On
average, 178 systems were installed monthly between July
2019 and June 2020.

2020 SELF STORAGE WHITE PAPER
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NEW INSIGHTS

DELINQUENT ACCESS ATTEMPTS

The power to predict consumer behavior is the linchpin for successful revenue management. The ability to
see how many times a tenant visits the property and how long they are onsite can be an important element
to use in your revenue management system.

120

This is much higher than the common estimation of
15-20 percent assumed by the industry at-large.
The average length of time a tenant stays onsite
is much higher in January and February, then
spikes again in September at the end of the busy
summer season. Average visit length ranges from
a high of 118 minutes to a low of 71 minutes —
illustrating tenants spend at minimum over an hour
on average onsite. These insights can influence
rental rates, marketing and promotional efforts,
staffing and security and more.
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The data set to the right and below reveals that tenant visits are spread
fairly evenly across individual months of the year. Data also shows that
most tenants visit between 1 and 3 pm, regardless of the day of the
week, with a minor spike on Saturdays.
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With a unique access code tied to each tenant, you can
easily restrict tenants who have become delinquent. A
cloud-based system will track the number of delinquent
tenants who attempt to access a property. Tracking these
trends is important from an operational perspective.
Delinquent access attempts occur both during and after
regular office hours. In June, the number of delinquent
tenants who attempt to access a property spikes. This
could be linked to the overall increase in traffic self storage
facilities typically experience during this time. Data also
reveals the total number of delinquent attempts increase on
Fridays and Saturdays. Regardless of the reason, identifying
this trend should trigger property managers to prioritize the
unit overlock process to prevent delinquent tenants from
cleaning out units.

AVG DELINQUENT ATTEMPTS

0
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WED
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% TENANT VISITS BY MONTH, 2019

Tools such as “Popular Times” can help you staff your property in
accordance with high-traffic times. This tool shows you exactly when
tenants are visiting your facility. This same data is valuable to inform
adoption of new solutions that better meet the needs of your tenants
(i.e. if it’s revealed that the majority of tenants visit the facility outside of
office hours, solutions that facilitate 24-hour access or onsite payment
options could prove advantageous).
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OF ALL TENANTS ON AVERAGE VISIT
THE FACILITY ON A MONTHLY BASIS.
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40%
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INSTANT ACCESS WITH
TEXT ME MY CODE
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Total # of times tenants used the Text Me My Code

in 2019 to request a forgotten access code
326Kfeature
directly from the keypad to gain entry at properties
equipped with CIA.

38,363
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MOST POPULAR TIMES
TO VISIT OVERALL
#1 - 3:00PM
#2 - 1:00PM
#3 - 2:00PM
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ADOPTION TRENDS
# OF FACILITIES WITH
ACTIVE CIA SYSTEMS, 2019

2000

The number of active
CIA systems grew
from 614 at the end
of December 2018,
to 1,863 at the end of
December 2019.
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% TENANT VISITS
BY MONTH, 2020

An analysis
of tenant
traffic at facilities
during the first 7
months of 2020
reveals a slight drop
in the percent of
tenants that visit the
facility each month
in April (at the
height of COVID-19
shutdowns) with
traffic returning to
normal levels May
through July.
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ACCESS CONTROL CASE STUDIES

PUBLIC
STORAGE

SPACIOUS
STORAGE

PERSONAL MINI
STORAGE

Public Storage, the world's largest
self storage operator with over 2,375
facilities, placed a second order
for OpenTech's CIA access control
solution as they continue to rollout
CIA across their full portfolio of
properties.

Spacious Storage is among the
first operators in Canada to adopt
INSOMNIAC CIA. They note keypad
quality, cloud-based functionality
and the hands-free tenant app
among the reasons behind their
choice — one they were particularly
grateful for when COVID-19 struck.

Personal Mini Storage has nearly
completed their plan to replace
existing access control across all 43
of their self storage locations with
INSOMNIAC CIA. Central Florida's
largest family-owned storage
operator, they cite CIA's lightning
suppression and Lifetime Protection
as key reasons for the switch.

Read more

Read more
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ONLINE
STORAGE
AUCTIONS

Online storage auctions have seen exponential growth over the past
several years, providing operators with increased efficiency, reduced
risk and higher sale prices. With the shift to contactless interactions,
online auctions have provided a way for operators to safely resume
lien sales as regulations allow.

Read more
2020 SELF STORAGE WHITE PAPER
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DATA-BACKED
BEST PRACTICES

ONLINE STORAGE
AUCTIONS
LEADING ONLINE AUCTION PROVIDER

ADOPTION
GROWS YOY

The first online storage auction platform continues to lead the industry
as the premier online auction platform throughout North America,
StorageTreasures.com. Powered by OpenTech Alliance, the site proudly
services over 9,000 self storage facilities, and supports over 1 million
registered bidders. At the end of 2019, nearly 1.1 million online auctions
had been conducted proficiently, securely and expeditiously.

Steady growth YOY in
the number of unique
facilities utilizing the
ST platform in that
year reflects an overall
industry–wide shift
towards online auctions.
Adoption grew 41%
between 2018 and
2019, up from 30%
growth YOY between
2017 and 2018.

With the nation’s largest public storage operators leading the way, large
and small operators alike have embraced the online auction concept,
with the number of operators conducting storage auctions exclusively
online steadily on the rise. Top operators continue to move to online
auctions, with Life Storage, Public Storage and Extra Space Storage
among those who have recently adopted or expanded online auction
efforts — reinforcing confidence in the legal compliance and effectiveness
of the online process.

FACILITIES POSTING AUCTIONS,
BY MONTH, 2019
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2

DESCRIPTIONS & CATEGORIES

3

AUCTION DURATION

4

AUCTION TIMELINES

5

AFTER THE SALE

Take a minimum of 10 to 15 clear, well-lit photos of each unit. Include pictures that showcase the
entire unit from outside the threshold (make this picture #1); the unit's four quadrants (upper and
lower right and left); followed by close-up shots of noteworthy items in the unit.

Describe visible and marketable items first — be accurate and specific. Match descriptions with
photos, and categories with descriptions. Keep wording consistent — most bidders will search by
category. Exclusions should be stated in the description in all caps.

Open your auction for bids 10-15 days before the final sale date. This allows for additional
exposure from StorageTreasures' targeted marketing efforts, and gives bidders adequate time to
examine your auction. Create your listing as soon as the first legal ad runs.

300

337

400

Match your auction end date to the date stated in the Lien Notice. Stagger auction end times by
5 minutes for multiple auction units, and set most marketable unit to end first. This simulates a live
auction — bidders are more likely to buy more if they have already won one unit.

329
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AUCTION UNIT PHOTOS
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FACILITIES POSTING AUCTIONS FOR
THE FIRST TIME, BY MONTH, YOY

1000

0

2018

372

157

Through robust analytics provided by the online platform, StorageTreasures shares
metrics-based best practices to help owners and operators optimize each storage
auction for peak performance.

2019: 9,011
2018: 6,372
2017: 4,908

The number of facilities posting auctions each month spikes in the final
months of the year (notably October and November) — indicating an
increase in delinquent units during this time. Facilities posting to ST for the
first time shifted YOY from 2017 to 2018, with more facilities conducting
their first online auction in the first half of the year; in 2018, the opposite
is true. In 2019, first time facility postings spike during the summer months,
and again in the last three months of the yeyar. Overall growth is steady
YOY, with 2,214 first-time facility posts in 2017, 2,335 in 2018 and 3,638
in 2019.

Contact the buyer to schedule pickup — verify buyer info and collect the Total Due at Facility and
refundable cleaning deposit ($100 recommended). Give bidder access to the unit, and confirm the
unit is empty prior to releasing cleaning deposit.

STORAGETREASURES.COM - POWERED BY OPENTECH ALLIANCE

2020 SELF STORAGE WHITE PAPER
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OPTIMIZE STORAGE AUCTIONS FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE

278.18

BIDDER TRENDS

# SOLD AUCTIONS, AVG VIEWS & AVG SALES PRICE BY DAYS ACTIVE

AUCTION RESULT SUMMARY, 2019

When looking at online auction trends, it's important to
remember that auctions can be canceled at any point
up until the final sale date, should the tenant resolve
their delinquent debt. Many operators report that online
auctions serve as an effective tool to prompt tenants
to bring their account current. Auctions can also be
canceled after sold due to discrepencies in the auction
listing and unit contents, or incorrect lien paperwork.

AVERAGE VIEWS
PER AUCTION ON
STORAGETREASURES.COM

Average Sales Price

# of Sold Auctions

Average Views
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Online auction tools afford operators greater control
of their auctions on many levels, including the ability
to optimize listings down to the length and photo count
shown to produce higher lien recovery.

There is a direct correlation between average sales price
and photo count. When evaluating the data below, it's
important to note that many operators do not include
more than 5 photos in their auction listing, which could
account for the dropoff in number of sold auctions.
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users trafficked ST.com in 2019
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*Average Views is plotted against right Y axis.

The geographic footprint offered by an online auction platform,
particularly with the market presence provided by a trusted
industry leader, leads to exposure that exponentially exceeds
live auctions (more bids = higher recovery).
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In order to determine the ideal length of time an auction
should be listed, it's important to evaluate all factors. While the
number of sold auctions spikes on day 7 (and again on day
15) it's important to consider that many operators only list their
auctions for 5-7 days. The average auction sales price rises to
$201.69 on day 11, and begins to taper off after day 15.
While both average auction views and average sales price
continue to climb as the length of an auction increases, the
number of sold auctions drops 85 percent between day 14
and 17. This could be attributed to decreased interest, or a
lower number of auctions listing for more than 15 days.
As seen in the graph to the right, the number of online auctions
remains fairly consistent month-to-month (except for a dip
in early spring), and continue to grow YOY, revealing the
ongoing need operators face for a reliable, streamlined
auction process to clear delinquent units quickly, at a higher
recovery rate.
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ONLINE AUCTION SUMMARY
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AUCTION
INSIGHTS
A look into active auction days — or the
day of the week with the greatest number
of auction postings — is reflected in the
graph to the right. Auctions are most
active on Tuesdays across the board in
2019, including canceled (94,432), sold
(142,486), unsold (11,018) and canceled
after sold auctions (6,044).
It's interesting to note that the busiest days
of the week don't necessarily equate to
higher sale prices, as illustrated in the
graphic below. In 2019, the average
sale price for all auctions was highest on
Sundays and Saturdays.

LIVE AUCTION SUMMARY 2019
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AUCTION ACTIVITY SUMMARY 2019
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49,387 unique buyers

bid to win an auction on
StorageTreasures.com in
2019, up 38% YOY.
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SALES PRICE ≥$1,000

As online auctions grow in popularity, the number of
operators who choose to hold live auctions is on a steady
decline. In addition to the ability to clear delinquent units
quickly, at a higher recovery rate, online auctions will
prove particularly essential in a world that favors reduced
person-to-person contact and unecessary crowds. Online
auctions provide operators with a safe alternative to
continue lien sales.

In 2019, over 2,700 auctions listed on
ST.com sold for $1,000 or more.
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Extra Space Storage, the second largest
storage operator in the US, chose
StorageTreasures as their exclusive
online auction partner. The company
had converted 1,000 stores to online
auctions on ST.com by the end of 2019.

Read more

Go Store It leveraged ST's on-staff
auctioneers to avoid liability from lien
laws during a multi-state expansion.
With an aggressive plan for growth
throughout the southeast, this added
benefit was essentail to avoid risk.

Read more
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LIFE STORAGE
Life Storage signed an exclusive
agreement in 2019 to use ST.com as
the online auction platform for their full
portfolio of 800+ facilities. This comes
as part of their long-term effort to use
technology to allow their field teams to
be more efficient.

LIVE AUCTIONS
IN 2019

The advent of online auctions created a downward trend in the number of live storage auctions each year. This number continues
to decrease, with a 34 percent drop in the number of live auctions advertised on ST YOY between 2017 and 2018, and an
additional 2 percent drop between 2018 and 2019 (a decrease possibly attributed to the general decline of live auctions).
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As regulations
UNSOLD
banning large
gatherings and restricting
eviction enforcement spread
across the nation, storage
auctions drastically declined.
A significant reduction
could be seen as early as
March 2020, with a 50%
drop YOY, and continued
to decline by 109%,
850%, 166% and 101% in
April, May, June and July
respectively - exacerbated
by the fact that summer is
typically among the busiest
auction seasons.
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20000
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Insights from OpenTech's Auction Review Service, a StorageTreasures add-on.

LIEN SALE RISKS
& REGULATIONS

While lien sales may be viewed as the ugly side of self
storage, they're a necessary avenue for any operator faced
with a delinquent account. Unfortunately, storage lien laws
pose a myriad of challenges and risks to storage operators.
With little consistency across state lines and confusing
regulations that change frequently, mistakes are easy to
make (and the price of such errors can be quite costly). As
new services emerge, operators may benefit from comparing
success rates, investment of staff time and protection from
liability to determine if a lien sale review service is right for
your operation.

As online auction platforms have expanded, the infrastructure to
integrate complementary services has created a myriad of ancilliary
services to help storage operators reduce the risks associated with
storage lien sales. Each step of the lien process presents multiple
opportunities for liability — one way operators work to avoid this
liability, as well as streamline auction processes to optimize staff
time, is through the use of auction review services.

FILES REVIEWED
In 2019, facilities utilizing
the OpenTech ARS add-on
submitted 7,457 complete lien
files for professional review.

COMMON REASONS FOR REJECTION
In 2019, OpenTech's professional review team led by auctioneer's licensed in all 50
states reviewed 7,457 lien files for storage facilities. Backed by this extensive experience,
we've identified common reasons a lien file can be rejected to help owners and operators
prepare each storage lien sale for success.
» Misspelled name of tenant on the lien letter or ad.

WRONGFUL SALES
In 2019, the ARS team
helped prevent nearly 750
wrongful lien sales to prevent
unecessary liability for
facilities.

» Missing suffixes on the lien letter or ad (i.e. Jr, Sr, III).
» Spelling of tenant’s name does not match between the lien letter and ad.
» Spelling of tenant’s name does not match between the lien letter and certificate

6,710

of mailing receipt.
» Tenant address incorrect (misspelled, wrong number, missing apartment number).
» Zip code incorrect (must match the results of a USPS zip code search).
» Address or tenant name on the lien letter does not match the mailing receipt
exactly.
» Unit number on auction listing does not match the lease.
» Lease not signed.

REJECTION RATES
In 2019, 10% of lien files
submitted through the ARS
program were rejected due to
a common error or oversight.

» Not enough time expires between the mailing of the lien letter and demand for
payment date as stipulated by each state lien law.
» Demand date does not expire before the running of the first advertisement.

Lien files reviewed and approved in 2019,
totalling 90% of files submitted.

» Sale date on the lien letter must match the closing date on auction listing.
» Sale time on the lien letter must match or expire before the closing time on
auction listing.
» Advertisement must meet all the legal requirements (unit number, description,
once a week for two consecutive weeks).
» Sale date must fall after the stated required number of days set forth in each
state’s lien laws for the number of days required after advertisement. The date the

REVIEW TIMELINE
In 2019, all lien files submitted
for review were returned in an
average of 5.16 days.
32

advertisement is published is not counted as one of the required days. The day
after the advertisement is run starts the required days count.
» Unit contains medical/legal documents (if visually obvious); prescription drugs/
illegal drugs (if visually obvious); a vehicle (without proper paperwork); or
hazardous materials (if visually obvious).
2020 SELF STORAGE WHITE PAPER
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SELF STORAGE
ONLINE RENTALS
As greater numbers of Millenials and Gen Z's begin to seek self storage — who already
account for 1/3 of self storage consumers — they will continue to drive the requirement for
instantaneous, self-service solutions. With the shift to contactless transactions brought on
in 2020 by the COVID-19 pandemic, it's predicted that this trend will only continue to rise.
Website rental technology represents an increasingly significant avenue for driving new
income to self storage facilities. Meeting this need, INSOMNIACTM Online is a website
platform that gives owners the ability to offer their prospective tenants a self-service rental
process to complete move-ins from the facility website.
As seen in the graph below, there was a steady pattern of year-over-year growth in online
rentals from 2017 to 2018, and use remained relatively steady between 2018 and 2019. At

an industry average of $1,100 per rental, INSOMNIAC Online clients had the potential to
realize over 7.3 million in new rental revenue from tenants obtained via online rentals for
the year.

ONLINE
STORAGE
RENTALS
The demand for online rental options continues to grow. They have been a
significant avenue for driving new income to self storage facilities, and have
proven critical to maintaining operations when physical stores cannot open.

ONLINE RENTALS YOY COMPARISON
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The important trend to note is that all of these rentals took place away
from the office, and without the assistance of a manager. Without
the capabilities provided by an online rental system, these customers
would have most likely rented from a competitor with this functionality.
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"Exceptional
customer service
is our top priority at SKS
Management. It has
been our operational
focus over the past
few weeks to provide
contactless methods to
serve our customers.
We were pleased to
see OpenTech's offer to
use their online rental
software to support
contactless rentals."
-Mari Chang, SKS
Management, April 2020
Early COVID-19 adopter
of online rentals.
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PAY-BY-PHONE
XPRESSPAY
Other phone based self-service channels employ automation to complete simpler and recurring tasks that
would otherwise end up with the manager at the counter. INSOMNIACTM XpressPay, OpenTech’s pay-byphone solution, routes select callers through a custom designed call flow.

AUTOMATED
COLLECTIONS
SERVICES
Payment and notification tools employ automation to complete simpler and
recurring tasks - to save operators time, decrease accounts receivable and
enhance the customer experience through self-service.

Total XpressPay
Payments in
2018

441,918
Total XpressPay
Payments in
2019

=

Collected with
XpressPay
in 2018

20000

2017

2018

2019

$62.1 MIL+
Collected with
XpressPay
in 2019

19%

of tenants who received an
XpressCollect payment reminder
clicked a link in 2019

33%

of tenants clicked an
XpressCollect link AND made
a payment in 2019

COLLECTIONS
XPRESSCOLLECT
Automatic payment reminder and collections services
help self storage operators provide a frictionless
customer experience, streamline collections efforts
and reduce delinquent receivables.

2,876,418 MIL
text and email payment notifications were sent on behalf of
685 facilities with INSOMNIACTM XpressCollect in 2019.

These automated channels reduce collections by offering tenants contactless options to pay their balance 24/7, where they
want, when they want – at the same time helping to relieve workload and or control staffing expenses.
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XPRESSPAY PAYMENT SUMMARY, YOY
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For example, instead of first connecting
with the facility manager, callers can make a
payment or balance inquiry through interactive
prompts using the touch-tone keypad on the
telephone, tablet or mobile device. In 2019, the
OpenTech portfolio included over 2,112 clients
using the pay-by-phone service, whose tenants
completed 441,918 payments through the
automated service.

SECURITY
MONITORING
The rise of smart-technology has transformed the way operators
approach several facets of self storage operations. Security
monitoring, now available with Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning capabilities, has shifted self storage security from a
reactive to proactive strategy. INSOMNIACTM SmartEye detects
onsite activity, intercepts unauthorized use of your facility, and
alerts law enforcement to prevent and deter crime. This tenant and
asset protection service can help protect and provide insights into
your facility.

During the height of the COVID-19
pandemic and the correlating mandated
business closures, operators reported leveraging
SmartEye to monitor their property. This tool
eliminated unecessary travel to and from the
facility, and reduced the man power needed
to ensure the property and tenant assets were
adequately secured.

OPENTECH
IoE
INTERNET OF EVERYTHING

"Combining Artificial Intelligence with good
old fashioned eyes on the target and live voice,
SmartEye has proven to be an effective tool
that we can use to ensure a safe and secure
environment for our customers. The OpenTech
Sales and Service teams are responsive at all
times and have worked non-stop to meet our
needs. We are very particular at Life Storage
about the companies with which we do business,
and OpenTech has met our high standards.”

Watch interview
Jim Kwitchoff

LIFE STORAGE
As SmartEye was released at the end of Q4 2018, data was not available for this
publication. Potential data insights we can anticipate as a result of this smart technology
include:
• Trends related to months, days and hours with active security incidents, which can be
used to inform monitoring hours or need for onsite security personnel.
• Analysis related to credible vs false security incidents
• Insight into tenant afterhours facility use
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OPENTECH IoE

CONCLUSION

While still in early stages of adoption, the insights that will be possible for storage operators through the OpenTech IoE are
exponential. An open platform for smart storage operations, the OpenTech IoE works seamlessly to help facility operators manage
site operations, integrate software and devices, and enhance the customer experience while capturing and reporting actionable
data to more effectively manage their self storage portfolio. One of the greatest advantages of the IoE is its foundation as an open
platform. With existing integrations to popular devices and an open API for unlimited customization, operators can integrate any
software, system, service or device they add or acquire for seamless automation and business insights.

There is no denying the fact that technology, customer preference and the new threats created by worldwide
pandemics is changing the way people do storage business. Utilizing kiosks, call centers, online rental services
and smart access control solutions to help consumers reserve, rent, pay for and access their units will give facility
owners and operators the edge over their competition.

Customer demand continues to drive the need for smart-connected solutions — now more than ever due to the need to maintain
remote operations capabilities and facilitate contactless transactions. Mobile apps, electronic access, keyless locks, and other selfservice options are quickly rising in popularity (even more so now with the drive in consumer demand), and creating a competitive
advantage for those facilities who are quick to adopt.

VIZUALIZE TRENDS & UNCOVER ACTIVITY
Smart-connected, cloud-based platforms like the IoE offer visibility into tenant trends and property insights to support data-driven
decisions around staffing, revenue management, energy use, predictive maintenance and more. For example:

New technology provides the backup necessary to capture every incoming call, and the means to sign new
customers via their preferred method of interaction. Allowing customers the conveniences they want, as well as the
support managers and staff members need, underscores the important role technologies and innovations play in
self storage.
Going forward, those self storage facilities left to rely solely on their onsite managers to handle telephone calls,
reservations, and new rentals, or in the event of a recurring or new worldwide pandemic, will likely see a reduction
in their business—especially in terms of income.
Clearly, there has never been a better time for self storage to begin leveraging technology to ensure resiliant
operations, and realize the significant potential for new sales, cost savings and increased customer satisfaction.

WHITE PAPER DATA SOURCE
GATE ALERTS
Integrated gate sensors can
identify open access points
that could create safety
concerns and predictive
maintenance triggers.

ACCESS CONTROL
A smart access control
system can help you pinpoint
activity such as loitering,
delinquent access attempts
and tenant visits.

OFFICE ANALYTICS
Smart sensors on your office
door help monitor open/
closed trends for each
location, and peak periods
of customer activity.

SMART SECURITY
AI-powered tenant and asset
protection services can alert
you to incidents in real-time,
and help uncover improper
use of your facility.

UNIT ALARMS
Door alarm systems, when
tied to your smart facility,
provide real-time alerts to
unit break-ins.

WATER SENSORS
Integrated water sensors
help you find water leaks on
your property before they
become a big issue - receive
alerts via email or text.

The 2020 Self Storage White Paper data is comprised of aggregated
transactional data from the suite of various products and services that OpenTech
Alliance provides to self storage facility owners and operators.
These data sets include, but are not limited to the following:

PTI® KEYPADS

VOICE CONTROL

CALL CENTER

HVAC

UNIT OVERLOCK

3rd party keypad integrations
enable you to quickly check the
status of your entire portfolio,
and open or close your gates
from anywhere.

Integrated Alexa Skills enable
you to receive information
about your facility, onsite
tenants and more through
simple voice commands.

3rd party call center
integrations can control access
to the facility to address tenant
issues in real time.

Monitor and control the
temperature of your facility
through 3rd party thermostat
integrations to conserve energy.

An integrated overlock system
can notify and enable payment
of delinquent rent when your
tenant is denied access at the
gate.

HOW IT WORKS

POTENTIAL FOR INSIGHTS
Receive real-time notifications about your property
or tenants based on custom alerts & triggers.

Customizable Alerts
Monitor and
control proprietary
and 3rd-party
devices.

Business Analytics Tools

• Kiosk Aggregated Transactional Data for Move Ins, Payments, Reservation
Completion, Online Rentals and Merchandise Purchases
• INSOMNIAC™ Live Call Center Aggregated Transactional Data for
Payments, Service, Inquiries, Leads, Appointments, Reservations, and
Reservation Completion
• INSOMNIAC™ Centralized Intelligent Access (CIA) Aggregated
Transactional Data for Visits, Delinquent Attempts, and Events
• OpenTech Automated Payments & Collections (XpressCollect/XpressPay)
Aggregated Transactional Data for Payments
• StorageTreasures.com Aggregated Transactional Data for Unique Bidders,
Facilities Posting Auctions, Auction Activity, Sale Prices and Live Auctions

Monitor & Control Devices

Connect, synthesize and learn
from the data collected by your
connected devices on the IoE.

Access a centralized data structure with an
open API that allows you to collect data from
any device or source.

Centralized Data Structure

The OpenTech IoE platform is based on four
primary components; a centralized data
structure for collecting data from any device
or source (including people-based services
such as a call center), business analytics
tools for learning from the data, the ability
to monitor and control both proprietary and
third-party devices, and a comprehensive
notification service based on customizable
alerts and triggers. As adoption grows,
insights that span the industry will grow
as well. For now, operators on the IoE
have access to extensive data tied to their
individual properties.

If you have more questions about the information presented in this White Paper, or want to discuss how one or all of
our solutions could improve your bottom line, please contact us at (602) 749-9370. We'd love to partner with you.
OpenTech Alliance publishes this White Paper for general use and information by the self storage industry. This document is intended,
but not promised or guaranteed to be current, complete or free from error.

Celebrating 17 years in self storage, OpenTech is the leading provider of open software
platforms, innovative products and 24/7 services that help self storage owners work
SMARTER, connect with tenants, simplify operations and grow their business.
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